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1. Company Overview

http://www.tory-co.kr/


2. Organization chart
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What is active oxygen?

Active oxygen is the oxygen in a strong unstable state of oxidizing power.

It is occurs during the biological defense process to remove pathogens and foreign 
matter.

Although  active oxygen some times plays a role in protecting the human body, active 
oxygen, which is produced by overproduction of oxygen due to environmental pollution, 
chemical substances, ultraviolet ray, blood circulation disorder, stress, etc., oxidizes in 
the human body. As a result, cell membranes, DNA, and all other cell structures are 
damaged, and depending on the extent of damage, the cells lose their function or 
become altered.

Approximately 90% of modern human diseases are known to be associated with active 
oxygen. To prevent such diseases, it is necessary to eliminate the active oxygen in the 
body.

Antioxidants, which can remove active oxygen, such as  vitamin E, vitamin C, uric acid, 
bilirubin, glutathione, carotene, etc. But there is a limit to ingesting these antioxidants 
in a natural way.

3. Business background
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When active oxygen  invade It destroy cells When activated hydrogen
is added

It combines with active 
oxygen  and  be converted 
into water (H2O) and is 
discharged safely out of 
the body.

More than 250 research results are available at the international journals level, such as 1997 BBRC, 
S.Shirahata, 2007 Nature Medicine, OTASIGEO, 2013 PLOS ONE, M.shin, etc.
And studies such as clinical trials in Japan are expanding.

 The principle that hydrogen removes active oxygen

 Hydrogen has a very small molecular size, so it is strong in penetration. When hydrogen is ingested, it absorbs quickly 
into the human body, combines with active oxygen in the body, converts it into water, and discharges it to the outside 
of the body.

 Research shows that by removing active oxygen, hydrogen can prevent diseases such as adult diseases, stop disease 
progression, or treat diseases. It is also said that  hydrogen has excellent effect on anti-aging and skin beauty.





 The components of the product:



 Product specifications :



 The purity of the hydrogen generating( 99.99%) 
Concentration of inhaled hydrogen (2-3 %) 
This is the highest level of Japanese hydrogen generator industry

 High precision of electrode junction technology and high uniformity of hydrogen 
generation technology.

 Low voltage high current circuit technology (constant current control circuit technology)

 Technology

 Marketability
 The hydrogen-related market in Japan is expected to reach 200 billion won in 

2013 and 250 billion won in 2014.
(Japanese hydrogen-related market, Health Industry Newspaper No. 1506 in 2013)

 Expansion of the Japanese market is underway (3rd order, production, delivery 
completed, 11/25)

 In order to further expand our overseas customers, we have created a product 
proposal and are now working on pioneering new buyers.



4 . Production -- H₂ Noble α

The three way hydrogen generator!

 100% Developed and manufactured in Korea.
 three functions in one product : Hydrogen gas inhalation, hydrogen water

making and hydrogen bath.
 It is in mass production and being exported to Japan. 

PSE certification of Japan Electrical Product Safety Mark has been Acquired.
 High hydrogen concentration has been achieved.



 Inhaling hydrogen gas~

 People can take hydrogen molecule by three way. 
There are Inhaling, drinking and penetration. 
Inhaling the hydrogen gas is the most direct way
and it is also the way exactly effective .

 H₂Noble α can produce high purity of hydrogen
gas by electrolyzing purified water.

 You can use dedicated hydrogen inhalation
mask  to inhale fresh hydrogen gas from 
hydrogen generator.

 The Hydrogen gas can be produced in 100ml per
minute and high hydrogen concentration has 

been achieved.

4-1. Hydrogen generator H₂Noble 
α

- Hydrogen gas maker -



4-2. Hydrogen generator H₂Noble 
α- Hydrogen water maker-

 Drinking hydrogen water~

 H₂Noble α can produce high purity of hydrogen

gas by electrolysis of purified water, and dissolve

hydrogen in various beverages.

 You can easily intake hydrogen by drinking water

with enough hydrogen molecules. At the same

time you can also have your daily water supply.

 The water, tea and even the juice what you

preferred can be simply turned into a hydrogen

drink.



4-3. Hydrogen generator H₂Noble 
α

- Hydrogen bath maker -

 Enjoy hydrogen water bath~

 Using a bath nozzle (sold separately), you can even
enjoy hydrogen bath at home! By dissolving hydrogen
in bath water, you can simply enjoy hydrogen water 
bath and take hydrogen into your whole body.

 You can relax your body by hydrogen water bath.
Hydrogen molecules will penetrate all over the body.

 It is good for fatigue recovery, blood circulation
and activation of metabolism by promoting blood
flow and increasing body temperature.

 So beauty and diet effects are expected. It is said
to be especially effective for skin diseases such 
as atopy.



5. Attached documents

1. Business registration certificate
2. Factory registration certificate
3. PSE certificate
4. Japanese Government Quarantine Certificate
5. Hydrogen generator hydrogen purity report



Attached 1. Business registration certificate
Attached 2. Factory registration certificate



Attached 3. PSE certificate



Attached 4. Japanese Government Quarantine 
Certificate



Attached 5. Hydrogen generator hydrogen purity report( 99.99%)


